Abstract. Soft set theory, initiated by Molodtsov, is a tool for modeling various types of uncertainty. In this paper, upper and lower -inclusions of a soft set are de…ned. By using these new notions, some analyzes with respect to group theory are made and it is shown that some of the subgroups of a group can be obtained easily with the help of these notions. It is also illustrated that a soft int-group and a soft uni-group can be obtained by its upper -subgroups and lower -subgroups, respectively. Furthermore, soft int-group by its family of upper -subgroups is characterized under a certain equivalence relation. Finally, a new method used to construct a soft int-group with the help of its upper -subgroups are introduced and an application of this method is given.
Introduction
The notion of soft set was introduced in 1999 by Molodtsov [1] . Since its inception, Maji et al. [2] and Ali et al. [3] introduced several operations of soft sets and Sezgin et al. [4] studied on soft set operations in more detail. And the theory of soft set has gone through remarkably rapid strides with a wide-ranging applications especially in decision making [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . There have been also attempt to softi…cate various mathematical structures like groups [14] , semirings [15] , BCK/BCI-algebras [16, 17] , p-ideals [18] , BCH-algebras [19] , rings [20] , near-rings [21] , mappings [22] , soft lattices [23] , substructures of rings, …elds and modules [24] . Ça¼ gman et al. [25] introduced the concept of soft int-group which is based on the inclusion relation and the intersection of sets, and therefore more functional for developing the theory of soft groups. With the motivation of soft int-group, Sezgin et al. [26] moreover de…ned soft uni-group which is based on the inclusion relation and the union of sets and Muştuo¼ glu et al. [27] studied its basic properties of soft uni-groups as regards normal soft uni-groups as well.
In this paper, …rst the notions of upper/lower -inclusions and proper upper/lower -inclusions of a soft set are introduced and their basic properties are De…nition 6. [26] Let G be a group and f G be a soft set over U . Then, f G is called an soft uni-group of G over
For the sake of ease, a soft uni-group is designated by SU -group and a soft int-group by SI-group in what follows.
Theorem 7.
[25] A soft set f G over U is a SI-group over U if and only if
Theorem 10.
[26] Let f G be a soft set over U . Then, f G is a SU -group over U if and only if f c G is a SI-group over U .
-inclusions of a soft set
In this section, …rst upper and proper upper -inclusions, lower and proper lower -inclusions of a soft set are introduced and their basic properties are given. From now on, f A is a soft set over U , and i , where i 2 I and I is an arbitrary …nite index set, represents the subsets of U .
De…nition 11. [25]
Let f A be a soft set over U . Then, upper -inclusion of the soft set f A , denoted by f A , is de…ned as
In particular, proper upper -inclusion of the soft set f A , denoted by f
and f A (x) 6 = .
De…nition 12. Let f A be a soft set over U . Then, lower -inclusion of the soft set f A , denoted by f A , is de…ned as
Note that in Proposition 18, 19 and 20, whether the set Im(f A ) is ordered by inclusion or not has an important role, too.
Proposition 21.
Let f A be a soft set over U and 0 = U n . Then,
Proof. Let f A be a soft set over U . Then,
The other equality can be shown similarly, hence omitted.
Applications of -inclusions to group theory
In this section, the notion of upper -subgroups of a SI-groups and lowersubgroups of a SU -groups are introduced and these notions are studied with respect to group theory. From now on, G denotes a group with identity e and also G is the set of parameters under consideration unless otherwise speci…ed.
Theorem 22.
[25] Let f G be a soft set over U and be a subset of U such that ;
Theorem 23. Let f G be a soft set over U and be a subset of U such that ; f G (e)
. If f G is a SU -group over U , then f G is a subgroup of G.
, it follows that e 2 f G and
This shows that xy
, which completes the proof.
From now on, if f G is a SI-group over U , then it is assumed that ;
is satis…ed for all U .
It is known that if G is a …nite group, then the number of subgroups of G is …nite. Now, consider the upper -subgroups of a SI-group f G . It seems that as the subsets of U changes, so does the upper -subgroups of f G . But, since each upper -subgroup of f G is in fact a subgroup of G, it can be deduced that not all these upper -subgroups are distinct, that is, some of the subsets of U generates the same upper -subgroups. Otherwise, the number of the subgroups of G would be equal to 2 jP (U )j , which is not the case. This idea motivates us to …nd the same upper -subgroups of a SI-group and lower -subgroups of a SU -group while characterizing the number of upper -subgroups and lower -subgroups subgroups with respect to the number of subgroups of a group. First let us give an example to clarify what is wanted to be meaned.
Example 25. Let G = Z 4 be the set of parameters and U = Z 4 be the universal set. IF a soft set over U is constructed by 
Not to our surprise, some of the upper -subgroups coincide with each others, since Z 4 has only three subgroups, that is, f0g, f0; 2g and Z 4 . Also since Im(f G ) = ff0; 1g; f0; 1; 3g; Z 4 g, it follows from Note 16 and Proposition 15 that f 
, which is a contradiction with the hypothesis. (() Let there be no x 2 G such that 1 f G (x) ( 2 . Since 1 ( 2 ; and 
Example 27. In Example 25, f0; 2g = 2 Im(f G ) and f0; 2; 3g = 2 Im(f G ) also f0; 2g ( f0; 2; 3g. Since there is no x 2 G such that f0; 2g f G (x) ( f0; 2; 3g;
In Theorem 22 and Theorem 23, it is shown that some of the subgroups of a group can be obtained by using a SI-group and its upper -subgroups and by a SUgroup and its lower -subgroups. With the following two theorems, it is illustrated that under certain conditions, a SI-group and a SU -group can be obtained by their upper -subgroups and lower -subgroups, respectively.
Theorem 29. Let f G be a soft set over U , f G be upper -subgroups of f G for each U and the set Im(f G ) be ordered by inclusion. Then, f G is a SI-group over U . Proof. Let x; y 2 G and f G (x) = 1 and f G (y) = 2 . Suppose that 1 2 . It is obvious that x 2 f and since f G is a subgroup of G for all U , it follows that
Theorem 30. Let f G be a soft set over U , f G be lower -subgroups of f G for each U and the set Im(f G ) be ordered by inclusion. Then, f G is a SU -group over U . Proof. Let x; y 2 G and f G (x) = 1 and f G (y) = 2 . Suppose that 1 2 . It is obvious that x 2 f . Hence,
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From now on, it will be more concerned with a SI-group and its uppersubgroups.
Note 31. If f G is a SI-group over U , then the set Im(f G ) does not need to be ordered by inclusion as in the case of Example 32. However, it is an immediate result of De…nition 24 that f G attains an in…mum on all the upper -subgroups even Im(f G ) does not form a chain. This signi…cant fact is used in the proof of Theorem 33.
Example 32. Assume that U = S 3 is the universal set and G = Z 6 is the set of parameters. If a soft set is constructed by (12); (13); (23); (123); (132) Thus, upper -subgroup f0g attains an in…mum on 0, f0; 3g on 3, f0; 2; 4g on 2 and 4, since f G (2) = f G (4), and Z 6 on 1 and 5.
Theorem 33. Let G be a …nite group, f G be a SI-group over U and I be an arbitrary …nite index set. Then,
contains all the upper -subgroups of f G .
Proof. Let f G be any upper -subgroup of f G . It is wanted to be shown that f G 2 G(f i G ). If = i for some i 2 I, then there is nothing to prove. Assume that 6 = i for all i 2 I. Then, there does not exist x 2 G such that f G (x) = . Let H = fx 2 G : f G (x) ) g. First, let us show that H is a subgroup of G. Since f G is a SI-group over U , where ; f G (e) and since there does not exist
Since there does not exist x 2 G such that f G (x) = , f G (xy 1 ) ) , so xy 1 2 H, implying that H is a subgroup of G. Moreover, it is obvious from the de…nition of H that f G attains an in…mum on H (similar to Note 31). Thus, there exists
Now, f G (h ? ) 2 Im(f G ) and thus, f G (h ? ) = i for some i 2 I. Then, we have
Clearly, i ) . Also, since there does not exist x 2 G such that
Note 34. Theorem 33 does not mean that we can obtain all the subgroups of G by constructing a SI-group and then …nding its upper -subgroups f G , where 2 Im(f G ).
In Example 25, we could obtain all the subgroups of Z 4 with the help of upper -subgroups, where 2 Im(f G ) = ff0g; f0; 1; 3g; fZ 4 gg. But this is not always the case. Because there is not only one SI-group of a group G over U . While constructing a SI-group, we are free, even we can change the number of the elements of Im(f G ). For example, consider Example 25. If we de…ne a soft set h G over Proof. Let f G be a soft set over U de…ned by
Case 2: Now, suppose a 2 H and b 
. Hence, f G is a SI-group over U . Moreover for this SI-group, f G = H.
Note 36. It is known that if f G is a SI-group over U , then f G (e) f G (x) for all x 2 G. Let f G (e) = e , then it turns out to be an interesting case to investigate the upper e -subgroup f
= f G (e) and it appears that only e 2 f e G . But that is not always the case as seen in the following example.
Example 37. Consider the SI-group f G in Theorem 35. Assume that H 6 = feg and H 6 = G. It is known that f G is a SI-group over U and Im(f G ) = f;; g. Thus, by Theorem 33, two upper -subgroups are
Since e 2 H, f G (e) = ; but f G = H, which is not equal to "e".
De…nition 38. [26] Let f G be a SU -group over U . Then e-set of f G , denoted by
In Theorem 33, it is seen that the image set of a SI-group has a signi…cant role in determining the upper -subgroups, thus from now on the image set of the SI-group is more concerned.
Note 40. When considering Proposition 20 and Theorem 33 together, it can be deduced that if f G is a SI-group over U and f 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; n g 2 Im(f G ), satisfying that 0 ) ) n , then the family of upper -subgroups form a chain, which is denoted by C(f G ) as below: Not to our surprise, only some of the upper -subgroups of f G form a chain, since all the subgroups of G, in general, does not form a chain. That is, it makes no sense to hope all the upper -subgroups form a chain. In this connection, see Example 32, f0; 3g * f0; 2; 4g and f0; 2; 4g * f0; 3g. Of course if the members of the Im(f G ) forms a chain, so does the upper -subgroups of f G . For further detail, refer to Theorem 41.
Theorem 41. Let G be a …nite group, f G be a SI-group over U and I be an arbitrary …nite index set and
Then, we have the followings:
(1) There exists a unique i e 2 I such that ie i , 8i 2 I.
If the members of Im(f G ) forms a chain, so does G(f i G ). Proof. i) Since f G (e) 2 Im(f G ), there exists a unique i e 2 I such that f G (e) = ie . By Theorem 9, f G (e) f G (x) for all x 2 G. It follows that ie f G (x), 8x 2 G. Thus, ie i , 8i 2 I.
Conclusion
In this paper, the notions of upper (proper) -inclusions and lower (proper) -inclusions of a soft set, upper -subgroup of a SI-group and lower -subgroup of a SU -group are de…ned and these notions are analyzed with respect to group theory in the mean of subgroups of a group in more detail. An answer to the question whether the family of upper -subgroup of a SI-group determine the SI-group uniquely or not have bee found. Besides, a method which helps us to construct a SI-group of G with the help of the upper -subgroups of f G is introduced. Finally, it is shown how an upper -subgroup of a SI-group is softi…cated.
